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a b s t r a c t
Although a large number of studies have been devoted to establishing correlations between changes in amplitude and frequency of EEG alpha oscillations and cognitive processes, it is currently unclear through which
physiological mechanisms such changes are brought about. In this study we use a biophysical model of EEG
generation to gain a fundamental understanding of the functional changes within the thalamo-cortical system
that might underly such alpha responses. The main result of this study is that, although the physiology of the
thalamo-cortical system is characterized by a large number of parameters, alpha responses effectively depend
on only three variables. Physiologically, these variables determine the resonance properties of feedforward,
cortico-thalamo-cortical, and intra-cortical circuits. By examining the effect of modulations of these resonances
on the amplitude and frequency of EEG alpha oscillations, it is established that the model can reproduce the variety of experimentally observed alpha responses, as well as the experimental ﬁnding that changes in alpha amplitude are typically an order of magnitude larger than changes in alpha frequency. The modeling results are also
in line with the fact that alpha responses often correlate linearly with indices characterizing cognitive processes.
By investigating the effect of synaptic and intrinsic neuronal parameters, we ﬁnd that alpha responses reﬂect
changes in cortical activation, which is consistent with the hypothesis that alpha activity serves to selectively inhibit cortical regions during cognitive processing demands. As an example of how these analyses can be applied to
speciﬁc experimental protocols, we reproduce benzodiazepine-induced alpha responses and clarify the putative
underlying thalamo-cortical mechanisms. The ﬁndings reported in this study provide a fundamental physiological
framework within which alpha responses observed in speciﬁc experimental protocols can be understood.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
The most dominant characteristic of electro-encephalographic
(EEG) recordings in awake human subjects is alpha oscillation, which
refers to periodic ﬂuctuations within the frequency band of 8–13 Hz.
Since the ﬁrst human EEG recordings performed by Hans Berger more
than eighty years ago (Berger, 1929), an enormous number of studies
have been devoted to establishing correlations between cognitive processes and characteristics of alpha oscillations, in particular changes in
their amplitude and frequency, which we will further refer to as alpha
responses. The diversity of such studies is large and includes manipulation with pharmacological substances such as propofol and thiopental
(Feshchenko et al., 2004), nicotine (Domino et al., 2009; Roth, 1991),
ethanol (Lukas et al., 1990), MDMA (Dafters et al., 1999), and THC
(Volavka et al., 1973), psychiatric, psychological, and neurological syndromes such as schizophrenia (Merrin and Floyd, 1996), attention
deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Koehler et al., 2009), depression
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(Gotlib, 1998), mania (Flor-Henry and Koles, 1984), autism (Cantor et
al., 1986), and Alzheimer's disease (Kuskowski et al., 1993; Moretti,
2004), as well as emotional and arousal states (Banquet, 1973; Knyazev
et al., 2004; Kostyunina and Kulikov, 1996). In such and similar studies,
correlations are established between cognitive variables and alpha responses as measured with EEG. In addition to these resting-state paradigms, different lines of research have studied human alpha oscillations
during speciﬁc cognitive tasks and the presentation of controlled stimuli
(ERS/ERD). These task-related paradigms allow for a more speciﬁc mapping between cognitive processes and alpha oscillations, thereby allowing
hypothesis to be formulated regarding their role in cognition and perception (Jensen et al., 2002; Klimesch et al., 1998; Pfurtscheller et al.,
1996). Although such empirical studies as the ones mentioned above
establish correlations (and in some cases causal links; Hummel et al.,
2002) between cognitive processes and alpha oscillations, by themselves they are incapable of pinpointing the physiological mechanisms
through which the observed changes in alpha amplitude and frequency
are brought about.
Currently, there is no consensus regarding the physiological mechanisms underlying the generation of human alpha oscillations. While
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some theories stress the importance of intrinsic membrane properties
of particular neurons and propose that alpha oscillations are generated
by intrinsic rhythmic properties of these neurons, other theories stress
the importance of synaptic connections and claim that alpha oscillations
emerge from network properties of thalamic (Lopes da Silva et al., 1974)
or cortical tissue (Liley and Cadusch, 2002; Nunez, 1989; Nunez, 1974;
van Rotterdam and Lopes Da Silva, 1982), or from reverberation within
thalamo-cortical feedbacks loops (Rennie et al., 2002; Robinson et al.,
2001, 2002). Neuroimaging studies show the existence of correlations
between metabolic rates and alpha amplitudes both in cortical as well
as in diverse subcortical structures (Sadato et al., 1998), in particular
the thalamus (Goldman et al., 2002; Gonçalves et al., 2006; Larson et al.,
1998; Schreckenberger et al., 2004). These results show that the functional states of thalamic nuclei are related to alpha amplitudes and suggest
that they play a role in either the generation or modulation of alpha oscillations. A recently developed biophysical model of the EEG that makes
explicit the thalamo-cortico-thalamic reverberation hypothesis of
alpha generation is described in Rennie et al. (2002) and Robinson et
al. (2001, 2002). Besides displaying spontaneous alpha oscillations, the
model provides an integrated explanation of such diverse EEG phenomena as spontaneous oscillations within different frequency bands, both
during wakefulness as well as during sleep (Robinson et al., 2001),
event-related potentials (Rennie et al., 2002), and the generation of
some of the generalized epilepsies (Breakspear et al., 2006). In this
study we employ this model to obtain insight into the thalamo-cortical
mechanisms presumably underlying alpha responses observed in EEG
experiments.
Although all of the above mentioned empirical studies observe
changes in the amplitude and frequency of ongoing alpha oscillations,
the physiological causes that are responsible for the observed changes
depend on the speciﬁc experimental paradigm. Several drugs and
pharmacological agents modulate EEG rhythms, including the alpha
rhythm. Examples include ethanol and anesthetic agents as propofol,
that have strong afﬁnity for the GABAA receptors in the cortex and
thalamus, resulting in dose-dependent effects of both the amplitude
and frequency of the alpha rhythm (Feshchenko et al., 2004; Kuizenga
et al., 2001). There are many cholinergic pathways in the human brain
and the endogenous neurotransmitter acetylcholine has various effects
on the alpha rhythm too (Steriade et al., 1990). As the muscarinic or
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are expressed differently in various
populations of interneurons, both in cortex and thalamus, a rich phenomenology of modulations of the alpha rhythm seems possible.
Indeed, nicotine is reported to increase the dominant alpha frequency
(Domino et al., 2009; Roth, 1991). Centrally acting anticholinesterase
inhibitors, e.g. donepezil or rivastigmine, approved to treat patients
with Alzheimer disease, have been shown to increase centroparietal
alpha power during REM sleep (Moraes et al., 2006). Also, during normal
aging different effects on muscarinic and nicotinic receptor subtypes
were observed in postmortem brain tissue from different regions of the
human brain (Nordberg et al., 1992), which may be responsible for the
small, but signiﬁcant decline in the dominant alpha frequency during
aging (Lodder and van Putten, 2011). Furthermore, although in general,
the physiological processes involved in cognitive processing and psychiatric and mood disorders are not known in detail, they most likely
involve several neuromodulatory systems and receptor types with complex interactions.
Complete understanding of the detailed physiological changes underlying alpha responses therefore, requires—in addition to a computational model of the generation of EEG alpha oscillations—detailed
physiological mechanisms that are speciﬁc to the experimental paradigm that is used to invoke the observed responses. In this study we
pursue a more generic approach by determining which features of the
thalamo-cortical system determine experimentally observed alpha responses. The assumption underlying this approach is that the physiological changes induced by experimental paradigms, change alpha frequency
and amplitude by modulating the functional state of the thalamo-cortical
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system. Alpha responses are then a direct reﬂection of this altered functionality. Thus, although the speciﬁc physiological changes underlying
the alpha responses are left implicit, this approach makes explicit the
thalamo-cortical correlates underlying alpha responses that might be
common to different experimental protocols.
In the Introduction and Materials and methods sections we provide a
description of the thalamo-cortical model of the EEG and the associated
theoretical EEG power spectrum, respectively. In the Introduction we
show that alpha responses are induced by the non-linear membrane
properties of the different neuron types within the thalamo-cortical
system and that they are determined by modulations of the resonance
properties of the feedforward, thalamo-cortico-thalamic circuits. In the
Materials and methods section we investigate the differential effects of
modulations in the resonance properties of these circuits. In the Results
section we inventarize the effects of changes in synaptic and intrinsic neuronal parameters and analyze through which resonance-modulations the
induced alpha responses are brought about. We also apply the methodology to alpha responses induced by administration of benzodiazepines and
investigate the underlying thalamo-cortical mechanisms. In the
Discussion section we discuss the main ﬁndings of this study, its limitations, and possible directions for further research.
Materials and methods
In this section we introduce the ingredients that we will use in the
Results section to investigate the physiological mechanisms underlying alpha responses, which is the main focus of this study. Speciﬁcally,
in the Thalamo-cortical model of EEG generation section we introduce the thalamo-cortical model of EEG generation (Rennie et al.,
2002; Robinson et al., 2001). This includes the speciﬁcation of the different types of neuronal populations comprising the thalamo-cortical
circuitry together with their activation properties, the synaptic responses and the corresponding synaptic impacts, as well as the dynamics
governing the spreading of neuronal activation over the cortical sheet. In
the Theoretical EEG power spectrum section we introduce the theoretical
EEG power spectrum, which is derived from linearizing the model equations about a stable equilibrium state. The power spectrum will be
expressed in terms of neuronal excitabilities and synaptic frequency responses, which will be deﬁned in the same subsection. In addition, we describe how responses in frequency and amplitude are quantiﬁed in this
study.
Thalamo-cortical model of EEG generation
In Robinson et al. (2001) and Rennie et al. (2002) a computational
model of the generation of EEG rhythms is developed. In contrast to
network models, which describe the electrochemical properties of
neuronal tissue by simulating large numbers of synaptically coupled
neurons, the model developed in Robinson et al. (2001) and Rennie
et al. (2002) describes the average behavior of such networks. Thus,
rather than tracking the behavior of the membrane potentials of a
large number of individual neurons, the model captures the average potential dynamics of populations of neurons. This approach therefore, is
macroscopic hence naturally connects with the EEG, which is a macroscopic signal, reﬂecting the total synaptic current into large numbers
of cortical pyramidal neurons.
The model comprises four types of neuronal populations, namely, cortical pyramidal neurons, cortical inhibitory neurons, thalamic reticular
neurons, and thalamo-cortical relay neurons, whose average membrane
potentials are denoted by Vk, for k∈{e,i,r,s}, respectively. The synaptic organization of these neuronal populations is illustrated in Fig. 1. Synaptic
transmission from neurons of type l to neurons of type k is modeled by
a function hkl (t) called the synaptic response, which is deﬁned by
hkl ðt Þ ¼

ρkl
½ expð−α kl t Þ− expð−βkl t Þ;
ckl

ð1Þ
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where ρkl is called the synaptic efﬁcacy and where βkl and αkl are the
synaptic rise- and decay-rates, respectively, which typically satisfy βkl >αkl
(Robinson et al., 1997). The normalization constant ckl depends on αkl and
βkl and is chosen such that the maximum value of hkl equals ρkl. The synaptic response is illustrated in Fig. 2(A).
The synaptic efﬁcacy can be written as ρkl = Nklskl, where Nkl is the
number of synaptic contacts on neurons of type k originating from
neurons of type l, and skl is the synaptic efﬁcacy of an individual synapse.
Excitatory synaptic transmission is modeled by positive efﬁcacies and
inhibitory synaptic transmission is modeled by negative efﬁcacies.
Thus, ρkl > 0 for l ∈ {e,s} and ρkl b 0 for l ∈ {i,r}. A variable that is of physiological interest in characterizing synaptic transmission and that will
be used in subsequent sections is the synaptic impact, which we denote
by λkl and is deﬁned as
∞

λkl ¼ ∫ hkl ðt Þdt:
0

ð2Þ

Firing−rate (s−1)

Fig. 1. Synaptic organization of the thalamo-cortical model. Illustrated are the synaptic
pathways that connect the different neuronal populations. The model contains four
types of neuronal populations, consisting of cortical pyramidal neurons and interneurons,
thalamo-cortical relay neurons and thalamic reticular neurons, which are connected
through excitatory (AMPA/NMDA) and inhibitory (GABA) synaptic projections.
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Fig. 2. Synaptic responses and neuronal activation function. (A) Synaptic responses h(t)
for three different parameter-settings: baseline for which α=50 s−1, β=200 s−1, and
ρ=37.8 mV (solid line), decreased decay-rate α=30 s−1 (dashed line), and increased
efﬁcacy ρ=45 mV (dotted line). (B) Neuronal activation function for baseline neuronal
parameters: Qmax =250 s−1, θ=15 mV, and σ=3.3 mV.

propagation is assumed to be isotropic, with constant velocity of v and
to obey the following wave equation:
"

The synaptic impact is proportional to the total post-synaptic current
summed over all Nkl synaptic contacts.
The average membrane potential at time t, Vk(t) and the average
ﬁring-rate Qk(t), with unit s−1, are related via Qk(t) = Sk(Vk(t)), where
Sk is the neuronal activation function, deﬁned as

Sk ðV k Þ ¼

Q kmax
;
1 þ expð−ðV k −θk Þ=σ k Þ

#
2
1∂
2 2
þ 1 −l ∇ ϕe ðt Þ ¼ Q e ðt Þ;
γ ∂t

ð4Þ

where ϕe is the ﬁring-rate from distant pyramidal populations coming
in at time t, l the characteristic axonal length of cortical pyramidal neurons, and γ = v/l is the cortical damping rate (Robinson et al., 1997).

ð3Þ

where Qkmax, θk, and σk denote the maximal ﬁring-rate, average
spike-threshold in mV, and the dispersion of activation thresholds over
the neural population of type k, respectively. The parameters Qkmax, θk
are population averages and arise from the intrinsic membrane properties of the different types of neurons. Table 1 lists all model variables, together with their symbols and units. The membrane potentials have a
resting-value of 0 mV and the spike-thresholds are chosen relative to
this resting-value. Fig. 2(B) displays the neuronal activation function
with values Qkmax =250 1/s −1, θk =15 mV, and σk = 3.3 mV.
The last model ingredient concerns the propagation of ﬁring-rates
of pyramidal neurons through long-range cortico-cortical ﬁbers. This

Table 1
Model variables, their symbols, and units. All variables are averages over the respective
neuronal populations.
Variable

Symbol

Unit

Membrane potential of pyramidal neurons
Membrane potential of interneurons
Membrane potential of thalamic reticular neurons
Membrane potential of thalamo-cortical relay neurons
Firing-rate of pyramidal neurons
Firing-rate of interneurons neurons
Firing-rate of thalamic reticular neurons
Firing-rate of thalamo-cortical relay neurons
Incoming ﬁring-rate of pyramidal neurons
Incoming non-speciﬁc ﬁring-rate

Ve
Vi
Vr
Vs
Qe
Qi
Qr
Qs
ϕe
ϕn

mV
mV
mV
mV
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
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A

Following Hindriks and van Putten (2012) and Robinson et al. (2002)
we set ∇ 2 = 0, thereby restricting to spatially-homogeneous dynamics
of ϕe on the cortex. The EEG signal is modeled by ϕe since these are approximately proportional (Rennie et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 1997).
The equations governing the models' dynamics are described in
Appendix A. We use the nominal parameter values from Robinson et
al. (2002) displayed in Table 2 as the baseline condition, since they
were previously identiﬁed with eyes-closed alert wakefulness (Rennie
et al., 2002) which is often chosen as the baseline condition in experimental studies on alpha responses. The model parameters are denoted
by the vector p and the baseline parameter values are denoted by p0. In
Fig. 3(A) a numerically simulated EEG time-series in baseline is displayed
and Fig. 3(B) shows its theoretical power spectrum, which we consider
in the next section.

Ampl. (a.u.)

1

 
d   

Sk ðV k Þ ≈ Sk V k þ
S V V k −V k ;
dV k k

ð5Þ

where the derivative is taken with respect to voltage V. A quantity that
will be important for characterizing alpha responses is the neuronal excitability, denoted by k and deﬁned as
k ¼

d  
S V :
dV k k

ð6Þ

It measures the change in the ﬁring-rate of the neuronal population
of type k induced by a perturbation in its membrane voltage, when the
population's membrane potential is close to its equilibrium-state Vk∗.
Before we state the mathematical expression for the theoretical EEG
Table 2
Model parameters, their symbols, and nominal valuesa. The subscripts k, l {e,i,r,s} refer
to the different neuron types and the double subscript kl refers to synaptic connections
from neurons of type l to neurons of type k.
Parameter

Symbol

Nominal value

Maximal ﬁring-rate
Average spike-threshold
Spike-threshold deviation
Synaptic decay rate
Synaptic rise rate
Synaptic efﬁcacy from e to e neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from i to e neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from s to e neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from i to i neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from e to i neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from s to i neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from r to s neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from e to s neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from s to r neurons
Synaptic efﬁcacy from e to r neurons
Average noise level
Noise standard deviation
Cortico-thalamic delay
Cortical damping rate

Qkmax
θk
σk
αkl
βkl
ρee
ρei
ρes
ρii
ρie
ρis
ρsr
ρse
ρrs
ρre
νsn〈ϕn〉
σn
τ
γ

250 s−1
15 mV
3.3 mV
50 s−1
200 s−1
37.8 mV
−56.7 mV
37.8 mV
−56.7 mV
37.8 mV
37.8 mV
−25.2 mV
37.8 mV
6.3 mV
12.6 mV
1 mV
0.1 mV
0.08 s
100 s−1

a
P. Robinson, C. Rennie, and D. Rowe. Dynamics of large-scale brain activity in normal arousal states and epileptic seizures. Physical Review E, 65(4):1–9, April 2002.
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Theoretical EEG power spectrum
Time-series analyses have shown that human EEG alpha oscillations are dominated by linear dynamics (Stam et al., 1999) and reﬂect
ﬂuctuations about an equilibrium-state (Hindriks et al., 2011). Within
the present modeling context, this means that their dynamics can be
studied by performing a linearization of the model equations, which
allows for an explicit mathematical expression of the associated EEG
power spectrum. Let Vk∗ for k ={e,i,r,s} be a stable equilibrium-state.
Since the neuronal activation functions Sk are the only non-linear terms
in the model equations, a linearization of these equations is obtained
by linearizing Sk about Vk∗:
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Fig. 3. Simulated EEG alpha oscillations in baseline. (A) numerical simulation of the
model equations using the baseline parameters values (see Table 2). The signal was
bandpass ﬁltered between 6 and 10 Hz (the alpha peak-frequency in baseline is about
8 Hz). (B) Corresponding broadband theoretical power spectrum calculated from Eq. (8).

power spectrum, we introduce the frequency response, denoted by Lkl
and which is deﬁned as the Fourier transformation of the synaptic response hkl:
Lkl ðωÞ ¼

ρkl =ckl
;
ðα kl þ ωÞðβkl þ ωÞ

ð7Þ

where ω denotes angular frequency.
Using the notation δkl(ω) = Lkl(ω), in Appendix B it is derived that
the theoretical EEG power spectrum is given by
PEEG ðωÞ ¼

σ 2n jXðωÞj2
;
j2iω=γ−ω =γ 2 þ YðωÞ−ZðωÞe−iωτ j2
2

ð8Þ

where
XðωÞ ¼

ð1−δii Þδesn þ δeisn
;
ð1−δii Þð1−δsrs Þ

YðωÞ ¼

ð1−δee Þð1−δii Þ−δeie
;
1−δii

ð10Þ

ð1−δii Þðδese þ δesre Þ þ δeise þ δeisre
;
ð1−δii Þð1−δsrs Þ

ð11Þ

ð9Þ

and
ZðωÞ ¼

where we have suppressed the dependence of δkl on ω. In the above expression, the δkls have been combined. Thus, for example δsrs = srLsrs,
where sr and Lsrs = LsrLrs denote, respectively, the excitability and frequency response of the intra-thalamic loop. In general we use the
index M ∈ {ee, ii, eie,ese, esre, eise,eisre, srs, esn, eisn} to refer to the different anatomical loops and feedforward pathways. The complex-valued
functions X(ω), Y(ω), and Z(ω), characterize the resonance properties
of cortical pyramidal neurons when embedded in the feedforward,
intra-cortical, and cortico-thalamo-cortical circuits, respectively. Fig. 4
illustrates the synaptic organization of these circuits. In Appendix C
we describe the relation between these variables and the coordinates
used in Robinson et al. (2002) to map the linear stability boundary of
a more speciﬁc version of the currently used model.
Alpha frequencies and amplitudes are calculated by numerically
computing the peak-amplitude A(p) and peak-frequency F(p) of the
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Fig. 4. Circuits comprising the thalamo-cortical system. (A) Feedforward circuit, (B) thalamo-cortico-thalamic circuit, (C) intra-cortical circuit.

theoretical EEG power spectrum (Eq. (8)). Responses in alpha amplitude ΔA(p) and frequency ΔF(p) are computed relative to baseline p0:
AðpÞ−Aðp0 Þ
;
ΔAðpÞ ¼
Aðp0 Þ

ð12Þ

and

ΔF ðpÞ ¼

F ðpÞ−F ðp0 Þ
;
F ðp0 Þ

ð13Þ

as illustrated in Fig. 5. We use the expression Δ(p) to refer to alpha responses in general. In the sequel, we distinguish positively correlated
and negatively correlated alpha responses Δ(p), which are deﬁned by
ΔA(p) and ΔF(p) having the same and opposite signs, respectively.
We use the term mono-phasic to refer to responses in amplitude and
frequency that either increase or decrease as a function of p. These are
in contrast to responses that display a more complicated proﬁle as a
function of p.

Results
In this section we investigate the putative thalamo-cortical mechanisms through which alpha responses are brought about. In particular,
in the Reduced EEG power spectrum section we argue that as far as
alpha responses are concerned, the theoretical EEG power spectrum
allows for a reduction which shows that alpha responses effectively
depend only on three variables, namely, the resonance properties of
the feedforward, thalamo-cortico-thalamic, and intra-cortical circuits
at alpha peak frequency. In the Gain and phase modulation of system
circuits section we analyze the effects of modulations of these resonances,
showing that induce distinct alpha responses. In the Physiological alpha
responses section we classify the effects of variations in individual
model parameters on alpha frequency and amplitude and characterize
the underlying resonance-modulations. In the Benzodiazepine-induced
alpha responses section we apply the model to a speciﬁc experimental
protocol, where we try to reproduce alpha responses induced by
the administration of benzodiazepines and clarify the putative underlying mechanisms in terms of resonance modulations of the different thalamo-cortical circuits.
Reduced EEG power spectrum

F(p) − F(p0)
A(p0)

A(p) − A(p0)

Amplitude

A(p)

F(p0)

F(p)

Frequency
Fig. 5. Relative alpha responses. Shown are illustrations of EEG power spectra in baseline (corresponding to p0) and one corresponding to p. F(p0) and A(p0) denote the
peak-frequency and peak-amplitude of the alpha rhythm in baseline, respectively, and
F(p) and A(p) denote, respectively, the peak-frequency and peak-amplitude of the alpha
rhythm corresponding to the parameter value p. Responses of alpha-amplitude ΔA(p)
and alpha-frequency ΔF(p) are computed relative to their baseline values ΔA(p0) and
ΔF(p0), respectively.

In order to pinpoint which changes in the functionality of the
thalamo-cortical system determine observed changes in the amplitude
and frequency of EEG alpha oscillations, it is convenient to divide the
model parameters into two groups, namely those that characterize synaptic transmission and those that characterize the activation properties
of the neuronal populations. Speciﬁcally, synaptic transmission is
characterized by the synaptic rate-constants αkl and βkl and the synaptic efﬁcacies ρkl and neuronal activation is characterized by the
maximal ﬁring-rates Qkmax, spike-thresholds θk, and the dispersion of
spike-thresholds over the populations σk.
Eq. (8) shows that alpha responses are induced by modulations in the
resonance properties of the feedforward, thalamo-cortico-thalamic, and
intra-cortical circuits via changes in the synaptic responses Lkl and neuronal excitabilities k. The changes in Lkl on their turn, are caused by changes
in synaptic parameters, as can be seen from Eq. (7), and changes in neuronal excitabilities can be caused by changes in synaptic parameters as
well as neuronal activation parameters, but through different mechanisms. The different dependencies are illustrated in Fig. 6. Speciﬁcally,
changes in synaptic parameters lead to changes in synaptic impacts λkl
(see Eq. (2)), which alter the equilibrium ﬁring-rates of the different neuronal populations as is evident from the equilibrium equations derived in
Appendix D. Changes in equilibrium ﬁring-rates on their turn, lead to
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excitability changes as can be seen from Eq. (6). In contrast, changes in
neuronal activation parameters directly cause excitability changes via
Eq. (6) and indirectly, by altering equilibrium ﬁring-rates.
The changes in synaptic parameters that induce alpha responses of
the same order of magnitude as those observed experimentally lead
to changes in synaptic responses Lkl that are much smaller than the alterations in equilibrium ﬁring-rates and contribute only marginally to
the induced alpha responses. We have conﬁrmed this by comparing
alpha responses induced by variations of ±2% in all synaptic parameters with the corresponding responses resulting from keeping the
synaptic responses ﬁxed to baseline. This allows us to make the following approximation:

 

 0 0 0
Lkl ωjα kl ; βkl ; ρkl Þ ≈ Lkl ωα kl ; βkl ; ρkl :

ð14Þ

This approximation shows that the modulations in X(ω), Y(ω), and
Z(ω) effectively depend only on changes in the excitabilities k of the
different neuronal types. Physiologically, this means that alpha responses reﬂect changes in non-linear neuronal activation properties.
Further reduction of the effective physiology underlying alpha responses is based on the observation that for frequencies ω close to the
alpha baseline frequency ωα, the approximation
 

 

 0 0 0
 0 0 0
Lkl ωα kl ; βkl ; ρkl ≈ Lkl ωα α kl ; βkl ; ρkl :

ð15Þ

leaves the EEG power spectrum intact and does not essentially alter
alpha responses. Again, we have conﬁrmed this by comparing the respective alpha responses. These approximations allow us to substitute
0
0
0
Lkl(ωα|αkl
, βkl
, ρkl
) for Lkl(ω|αkl, βkl, ρkl) in the expressions for X(ω),
Y(ω), and Z(ω). Since X(ω), Y(ω), and Z(ω) are now independent of frequency, we will simply write X, Y, and Z.
Since X, Y, and Z are complex-valued constants, we write them as
X ¼ GX e−iϕX , where GX and ϕX denote the gain and phase, respectively
of X, and similarly for Y and Z. The gains and phases of X, Y, and Z
characterize the resonance properties of cortical pyramidal neurons
at alpha baseline frequency ωα, when embedded in the feedforward,
cortico-thalamo-cortical, and intra-cortical circuit, respectively. Speciﬁcally, the gains quantify the attenuation of resonant activity at frequency ωα in the respective circuits and the phases quantify the phase-shift
in the respective circuits at frequency ωα, where a value of 2π corresponds to a delay equal to the mean period of baseline alpha oscillations
(2π/ωαs).
The EEG power spectrum can be re-written in terms of the gains and
phases of the feedforward, thalamo-cortico-thalamic, and intra-cortical
circuits as
2

PEEG ðωÞ ¼

2

σ n GX
;
j2iω=γ−ω =γ þ GY exp−iϕZ −GZ exp−iðϕZ þτωÞ j2
2

2

ð16Þ

which shows that alpha responses are effectively determined by modulations in the gains and phases of these circuits at the alpha baseline frequency. In Robinson et al. (2002), the authors study low-frequency EEG
oscillations by approximating Lkl ≈ 1, for which X, Y, and Z become
real-valued. This approximation however, is valid only for low frequencies and employing it in the current context leads to essentially different
alpha responses, which we have checked by comparing the respective
responses. Thus, both the gains as well as the phases of the feedforward,
cortico-thalamo-cortical, and intra-cortical circuits contribute to alpha
responses.
Gain and phase modulation of system circuits
In this section we determine the effects of modulation of the resonance properties of the feedforward, cortico-thalamo-cortical, and
intra-cortical circuits on the amplitude and frequency of spontaneous
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alpha oscillations. As discussed in the Introduction section, such modulations can result from alterations in the dynamics of nervous system structures not explicitly incorporated in the currently used thalamo-cortical
model. Since induced alpha responses depend on the exact values of the
circuit gains and phases in baseline, we employ a numerical analysis.
Speciﬁcally, we individually vary the gains by ±50% from their baseline
values by multiplying them with a factor that ranges between 0.5 and
1.5. The phases are varied by adding phases that range between −π/4
and +π/4. These variations induce responses in alpha amplitude and
phase that are of the same order of magnitude as experimentally induced alpha responses. The results are displayed in Fig. 7 and summarized in Table 3. Note that alpha responses can be both positively as
well as negatively correlated, which shows that Eq. (16) is ﬂexible
enough to reproduce experimentally observed responses (Banquet,
1973; Feshchenko et al., 2004; Volavka et al., 1973). Furthermore,
Fig. 7 shows that alpha responses induced by modulation of the resonance properties of individual circuits are mono-phasic, which is in
line with experimentally induced amplitude and frequency responses,
which typically either increase or decrease as a function of cognitive
and pharmacological indices (Dafters et al., 1999; Feshchenko et al.,
2004; Jensen et al., 2002; Knyazev et al., 2004; Kuskowski et al.,
1993). The ﬁgure also shows that frequency responses are an order
of magnitude smaller than amplitude responses, in agreement with
experimental studies which typically report frequency responses
smaller than 20% (Banquet, 1973; Domino et al., 2009; Feshchenko et
al., 2004; Kostyunina and Kulikov, 1996; Moretti, 2004; Roth, 1991;
Volavka et al., 1973), while amplitude responses are often much larger
(Banquet, 1973; Jensen et al., 2002; Klimesch et al., 2007; Knyazev et al.,
2004; Koehler et al., 2009). Speciﬁcally, modulations in ϕZ can change
the term ϕZ +τω by a maximal value of 2π. Therefore, since ωα is largely
determined by this last term, modulation of (combinations of) circuit
resonances can shift ωα by a maximal value of ≈2π. This implies that
experimentally observed frequency responses larger than ≈1 Hz are
partly caused by changes in cortical damping rate γ or delay within
the thalamo-cortico-thalamic loop τ. The most plausible interpretation
is that, during such low- and high-frequency alpha activity, slower
and faster axons, respectively, dominate the reverberant activity within
the cortico-thalamo-cortical loop.
Table 3 shows that modulation of the phase ϕX of the feedforward
circuit does not induce an alpha response and the modulation of its gain
GX induces a linear amplitude response, which is also evident from Eq.
(16). Thus modulation of the resonance properties of the feedforward circuit cannot induce alpha frequency responses. Also, modulations of the
resonance properties of the cortico-thalamo-cortical and inter-cortical
circuits induce essentially different alpha responses, Speciﬁcally, while
modulation of GZ or ϕY induces a positively correlated response, modulation of GY or ϕZ induces a negatively correlated response. Lastly, observe
that alpha frequency is most sensitive to modulations in the phase ϕZ of
the intra-cortical circuit and that this alpha dependence is linear, which
is also evident from Eq. (16).
Physiological alpha responses
In this section we consider alpha responses induced by variations
in individual parameters of the thalamo-cortical system (see Table 2).
In experimental settings, alpha responses are typically induced by coordinated changes in several parameters, for example in all glutamatergic
or GABAergic receptors throughout the thalamo-cortical system. To gain a
basic understanding, however, we restrict to alpha responses induced by
changes in individual parameters. Conceptually, it is convenient to divide
the model parameters p into two groups, namely those that either promote ﬁring of excitatory neuronal populations (cortical pyramidal
neurons (e) and thalamo-cortical relay neurons (s)) or obstruct ﬁring
of inhibitory neuronal populations (cortical inhibitory neurons (i) and
thalamic relay neurons (r)) and those that either promote ﬁring of inhibitory neuronal populations or obstruct ﬁring of excitatory neuronal
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Fig. 6. Parameter-dependencies of alpha responses. The ﬁgure illustrates that variations in synaptic and neuronal activation parameters induce alpha responses through different
mechanisms. Variations in activation parameters lead to altered neuronal excitabilities, both direct and indirect via changes in equilibrium ﬁring-rates. Variations in synaptic parameters
induce alpha responses by altering synaptic impacts λkl, which alter equilibrium ﬁring-rates, and hence excitabilities. In addition, they also modify synaptic frequency responses.

Although parameter variations can be bi-directional, we only consider parameter variations in one direction since we have observed
that the resulting alpha responses are mono-phasic. Speciﬁcally, we
vary p+ in the direction that increases the ﬁring-rates of excitatory

populations. We denote these groups by p+ and p−, respectively. Since
uni-directional changes in p+ and p− lead to increased and decreased
equilibrium ﬁring-rates of cortical pyramidal neurons, respectively, together they characterize the level of cortical activation.
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modest that their effect on alpha amplitude can be neglected. Thus,
to a ﬁrst approximation, the increased alpha amplitude reﬂects modulations in the gains of the different system circuits. In contrast, while
the increase in GZ contributes to the observed increase in alpha frequency, the contribution of the decrease in ϕZ is much larger, which
shows that ϕZ determines the positive alpha frequency response.
Physiologically, this means that the observed increase in alpha frequency mainly reﬂects a decreased delay in the intra-cortical circuit
at alpha baseline frequency.

Table 3
Alpha responses induced by gain and phase modulations of system circuits. ΔA and ΔF
denote relative responses in alpha amplitude and frequency, respectively. pos. and neg.
refer to positively and negatively correlated responses, respectively.

Feedforward gain (GX)
Cortico-thalamo-cortical gain (GY)
Intra-cortical gain (GZ)
Feedforward phase (ϕX)
Cortico-thalamo-cortical phase (ϕY)
Intra-cortical phase (ϕZ)

ΔA

ΔF

+
−
+
0
+
+

0
+
+
0
+
−
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Type
neg.
pos.
pos.
neg.

Benzodiazepine-induced alpha responses
neuronal populations and we vary p− in the direction that increases
the ﬁring-rates of inhibitory neuronal populations. Also, since variation of synaptic rate-constants and efﬁcacies have opposite effects
on synaptic impacts and since alpha responses upon changes in synaptic parameters are effectively mediated through changes in synaptic impacts, we only consider variation of synaptic efﬁcacies. Fig. 8(A)
displays the alpha responses caused by 2% variations of p+. Observe
that for all parameters, both alpha amplitude and frequency increase,
relative to baseline. Figs. 8(B) and (C) illustrate the alpha response
induced by an increase in the efﬁcacy of inter-pyramidal synaptic
transmission ρee. As Fig. 9 shows, variations of p− lead to decreased
alpha amplitude and frequency, relative to baseline. Taken together,
Figs. 8 and 9 show that positive and negative alpha responses reﬂect,
respectively, increased and decreased cortical activation.
Consideration of the gains and phases of X, Y, and Z, shows that
the same modulations in the feedforward, cortico-thalamo-cortical,
and intra-cortical circuits underly positive alpha responses and that
the same in true for negative alpha responses. Fig. 10 shows representative modulations underlying positive alpha responses, in this case
induced by an increase of 2% of the synaptic efﬁcacy ρee. Fig. 10(A)
shows that Gx and GZ increase, while GY decreases, which all contribute to the observed increase in alpha amplitude as can be seen from
Fig. 7(A). Furthermore, the modulations of the circuit phases are so
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Benzodiazepines such as diazepam, lorazepam, and clonazepam
form a class of psychoactive drugs that possess sedative, hypnotic, anxiolytic, and anti-convulsive properties. They are known to modulate
the properties of spontaneous human EEG oscillations in different frequency bands, including the delta, alpha, and beta bands (Buchsbaum
et al., 1985; Kuizenga et al., 2001). Concerning alpha oscillations,
when administered in low doses, benzodiazepines induce decreases in
alpha amplitude as well as frequency (Frost et al., 1973). In this section
we incorporate the pharmacological action of benzodiazepines in the
thalamo-cortical model of EEG generation (Robinson et al., 2002), demonstrate that the model is able to reproduce the experimentally observed
alpha responses, and characterize the underlying modulations of the resonances of the feedforward, cortico-thalamo-cortical, and intra-cortical
circuits.
The main targets of benzodiazepines within the central nervous
system are γ -aminobutyric receptors of type A (GABAA). Speciﬁcally,
benzodiazepines are a positive allosteric modulator of GABAA receptors and act by enhancing the afﬁnity of GABA, thereby increasing the
maximal chloride conductance (Rogawski and Löscher, 2004; Treiman,
2001). The GABA-ergic system however, comprises over a dozen GABAA
receptor subtypes (McKernan, 1996), distributed throughout the brain,
in particular cortical and thalamic tissue (Kandel et al., 2000), with largely
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Fig. 8. Alpha responses induced by increased cortical activation. (A) Relative responses in alpha amplitude (top row) and frequency (bottom row) induced by 2% changes in p+.
(B) Theoretical EEG power spectra in baseline (blue) and resulting from a 2% increase in the efﬁcacy of inter-pyramidal synaptic transmission (ρee). (C) Simulated EEG
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unknown regional and cellular distributions (Sieghart and Sperk, 2002).
In the thalamo-cortical meanﬁeld model used in this study (Robinson
et al., 2002), three different subtypes of GABAA receptors are modeled
explicitly, namely those located on the dendrites of cortical inhibitory
neurons, cortical pyramidal neurons, and thalamo-cortical relay neurons (see Fig. 1). The synaptic efﬁcacies of these receptor subtypes are
given by the parameters ρii, ρei, and ρsr, respectively. Taking into
account the known pharmacology of benzodiazepines and in line with
Liley et al. (2003), we model the action of benzodiazepines by
ρki ↦ð1 þ k ðξ−1ÞÞρki ;

ð17Þ

for k=i,e,s, where k models the differential afﬁnities of benzodiazepines
for the different GABAA receptor subtypes and ξ≥1 models benzodiazepine concentration (ξ=1 corresponds to baseline). We set i =1 so that
e and s model the differential afﬁnities of benzodiazepine for GABAA
receptors located on cortical pyramidal neurons and thalamo-cortical
relay neurons, respectively, relative to its differential afﬁnity for the
GABAA receptors located on the dendrites of cortical inhibitory neurons.
Thus, e =1 corresponds to an equal afﬁnity of benzodiazepines for
GABAA receptors located on cortical pyramidal neurons and cortical
inhibitory neurons and s =0 corresponds to complete insensitivity of
benzodiazepines to GABAA receptors located on thalamo-cortical relay
neurons. Since the induced alpha response predominantly depends on
the value of e, we set s =e and consider the alpha response properties
as a function of e.
Figs. 11(A) and (B) display the responses in alpha amplitude and
frequency, relative to baseline, as a function of e. They show that,
depending on the value of e, the thalamo-cortical system can respond in three qualitatively different ways. Speciﬁcally, for low values
of e, both alpha amplitude and frequency increase, for intermediate
values of e, alpha amplitude increases while alpha frequency decreases, and for high values of e, both alpha amplitude and frequency
decrease. Thus, the experimentally observed decreases in alpha amplitude and frequency upon administration of benzodiazepines

(Frost et al., 1973) are reproduced only when e is sufﬁciently larger
than 1 (about 1.08). Physiologically, this means that benzodiazepines
are predicted to possess a higher differential afﬁnity for GABAA receptor subtypes located on cortical pyramidal neurons than for
GABAA receptor subtypes located on cortical inhibitory neurons.
Figs. 11(C) and (D) display benzodiazepine-induced modulations
in the feedforward, cortico-thalamo-cortical and intra-cortical circuits underlying negative alpha responses (e =1.2). Using the results summarized in Fig. 7, this shows that the benzodiazepine-induced increase in
alpha amplitude reﬂects modulations of the gains of all three system circuits and that the benzodiazepine-induced decrease in alpha frequency
predominantly reﬂects an increase in the phase ϕZ of the intra-cortical
circuit.
Discussion
In this study we used a meanﬁeld model of the thalamo-cortical
system (Rennie et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2001, 2002) to obtain a
fundamental understanding of the thalamo-cortical mechanisms underlying alpha responses observed in human EEG experiments. Our
main result is that alpha responses effectively depend on the modulations
of the resonance properties of the feedforward, cortico-thalamo-cortical,
and intra-cortical circuits, which are characterized by frequencyindependent gains and phases. Physiologically, the gains and phases
quantify the extent to which incoming oscillations at the alpha baseline frequency are attenuated and delayed, respectively, within these
circuits. We have established that modulations of the gains and
phases of each of these circuits have a distinct effect on the amplitude
and frequency of EEG alpha oscillations. In particular, the frequency of
ongoing EEG alpha oscillations is most sensitive to the time-delay within
the intra-cortical circuitry, which highlights the role of intrinsic cortical
feedback in determining alpha frequency. Furthermore, by investigating
the effect of synaptic and intrinsic neuronal properties, we have shown
that the induced alpha responses reﬂect the activation level of cortical
tissue. This is in line with the alpha-suppression hypothesis that states
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that alpha activity serves to selectively inhibit cortical regions during
cognitive processing tasks (Klimesch et al., 2007). The increased
ﬁring-rates of cortical pyramidal neurons associated with increased
alpha amplitude and frequency are also plausible from a physiological
point of view. The rationale behind this is that increased amplitude reﬂects a larger number of neurons participating in the generation of the
oscillations and increased frequency reduces the temporal spacing of
spikes underlying the oscillations, hence both increase the average
ﬁring-rate within the neuronal population underlying the oscillations.
Regarding the physiological interpretation of experimental studies
on alpha responses, a natural question is whether the modulations of
the system circuits can be inferred directly from recorded EEG data.
This inverse problem is ill-posed, since, in general, alpha responses are
likely to result from simultaneous modulations of the resonance properties of the feedforward, cortico-thalamo-cortical, and intra-cortical
circuits. By imposing certain a priori physiological restrictions however,
it is possible to estimate the excitabilities within the different loop
structures comprising the thalamo-cortical system directly from the
broadband EEG spectrum (Robinson et al., 2004; Rowe et al., 2004)
and this approach could also be adopted to estimate gain and phase
modulations. This approach has already been successfully applied to
broadband EEG power changes observed in subjects diagnosed with
ADHD (Rowe et al., 2005). To arrive at a completely general estimation
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procedure, there are at least two ways that seem promising. First, in the
thalamo-cortical model, the resonance-modulations of the different circuits are not independent but are restricted by the changes in the equilibrium ﬁring rates of the different neuron types. Thus, by imposing the
relations between the equilibrium ﬁring-rates of the different neuron
types as expressed by their equilibrium equations (see Appendix D)
one might be able to render the inverse problem well-posed. Second,
the approach taken in Robinson et al. (2004) and Rowe et al. (2004)
only uses the power spectrum of the recorded EEG data hence discards
their temporal structure. An alternative approach therefore, is to incorporate the data's temporal structure in the estimation procedure, for example by making use of Bayesian inference techniques as proposed in
Golightly and Wilkinson (2008). Development of general estimation
techniques will enable to determine and quantify the changes in the functionality of the thalamo-cortical system that underly alpha responses in
speciﬁc experiments.
Despite the difﬁculties involved in determining the resonancemodulations underlying alpha responses observed in speciﬁc experiments, the ﬁndings described in his study qualitatively agree with experimental observations in several respects. First, the model can reproduce
both positively as well as negatively correlated alpha responses, which
shows that the model is ﬂexible enough to capture the kinds to alpha responses encountered in experiments (Banquet, 1973; Feshchenko et al.,
2004; Volavka et al., 1973). Second, one of the characteristics of the alpha
responses generated by the thalamo-cortical model used in this study is
that changes in alpha frequency are much smaller than changes in alpha
amplitude. This is in agreement with experimental observations, where
alpha peak-frequencies across conditions typically differ by less than
20% (Banquet, 1973; Domino et al., 2009; Feshchenko et al., 2004;
Kostyunina and Kulikov, 1996; Moretti, 2004; Roth, 1991; Volavka et al.,
1973), while alpha peak-amplitudes can show much larger differences
(Banquet, 1973; Jensen et al., 2002; Klimesch et al., 2007; Knyazev et al.,
2004; Koehler et al., 2009). Third, resonance-modulations induce
mono-phasic alpha responses, both in amplitude as well as in frequency.
This might explain why in experiments, alpha amplitude and frequency
typically display linear correlations with cognitive (Jensen et al., 2002;
Knyazev et al., 2004), neuropsychological (Kuskowski et al., 1993), pharmacological (Dafters et al., 1999; Feshchenko et al., 2004), and emotional
(Knyazev et al., 2004) indices. These results motivate further use of the
currently used thalamo-cortical model for EEG generation in the study
on mechanisms underlying alpha responses.
In this study we have illustrated how the presented methodology might be applied to elucidate the mechanisms underlying
alpha responses in a concrete experimental protocol, namely that
of benzodiazepine-induced responses (Frost et al., 1973). To reproduce
the experimentally observed responses, which comprise a decrease in
both alpha amplitude as well as peak-frequency, we incorporated the
pharmacological action of benzodiazepines into the model. Speciﬁcally,
since it is known that benzodiazepines are positive allosteric modulators of GABAA receptors (Rogawski and Löscher, 2004; Treiman, 2001)
we modeled their action by differential increases in the GABAergic efﬁcacies ρki for k ∈ {e,i,s}. The methodology presented in the present study
allows us to interpret the benzodiazepine-induced alpha responses in
terms of resonance modulations within thalamo-cortical circuits and
predicts that benzodiazepines possess a higher afﬁnity for GABAA receptor subtypes on cortical pyramidal neurons than for GABAA receptor
subtypes on cortical inhibitory neurons. Similarly as in the case of
propofol-induced alpha responses (Hindriks and van Putten, 2012), the
modeling suggests that changes in alpha amplitude and peak-frequency
are triggered in local cortical circuits. Although this application illustrates
the possible use of the methodology, a more thorough investigation of the
effect of benzodiazepines on spontaneous alpha oscillations needs to
consider the role of GABAA receptor subtypes located on thalamic reticular neurons (Browne et al., 2001), which are not incorporated
into the current version of the model. Since the current model suggests
benzodiazepine-induced decreases in alpha amplitude and frequency
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to crucially depend on the pharmacological changes in cortical circuitry,
we might expect that, in the case of extended thalamic synaptic organization, the effects of benzodiazepines will be qualitatively the same.
In this study, we have used baseline parameters for which the theoretical EEG power spectrum closely resembles experimentally measured spectra in human subjects during alert wakefulness (Robinson
et al., 2002; Rowe et al., 2004). It is very well possible however, that
different model parameters yield similar resting-state EEG spectra
while the response of alpha oscillations to parameter variations is different than the ones reported in this study. Such a situation is known
to exist for a cortical model of EEG generation (Bojak and Liley, 2005)
in which it was found that the effect of anesthetic agents ongoing EEG
alpha oscillations depended on the chosen baseline condition. Since
different baselines within the model reﬂect different mental, behavioral,
or arousal states of a single human subject or between subjects, the possible different response properties of modeled alpha might explain the
variability of alpha responses (Banquet, 1973; Hindriks and van Putten,
2012), which is likely to be present in the majority of experimental studies but is often not reported since attention is focused on effects on the
group level. However, exploration of differential alpha responses such
as performed in Bojak and Liley (2005) is an interesting research direction
since it has the potential to explain divergent experimental ﬁndings.
The analysis conducted in this study allows for a basic interpretation of experimentally alpha responses in terms of changes in the

functional state of the thalamo-cortical system. There are however,
several possible extensions that might enable a more complete picture
to be drawn. The ﬁrst extension concerns region-speciﬁc alpha responses and cortico-cortical coherence changes. Both in resting-state
paradigms as well as in studies on evoked and induced alpha, one typically observes coordinated region-speciﬁc alpha responses (Banquet,
1973; Cantor et al., 1986; Dafters et al., 1999; Feshchenko et al., 2004;
Jensen et al., 2002; Klimesch et al., 2007; Pfurtscheller et al., 1996) or coherence changes between cortical regions (Cantero et al., 1999; Dafters
et al., 1999; Klimesch et al., 2007; Merrin and Floyd, 1989). Such observations are most likely caused by differential modulations within and
between distinct thalamo-cortical modules. Mechanistic understanding
of such observations therefore, requires the formulation and analysis of
models comprised of coupled modules, for example as done in Drover et
al. (2010) where the authors investigate EEG coherences that arise from
reticular thalamic coupling between thalamo-cortical modules. The second extension concerns the physiological causes of modulations in the
functionality of thalamo-cortical feedback loops. Although our study
allows for an interpretation of alpha responses in terms of functional
changes within thalamo-cortical feedback loops, the causes of these
modulations are restricted to the synaptic and intrinsic neuronal physiology of thalamo-cortical tissue. However, in studies involving pharmacological manipulations (Dafters et al., 1999; Domino et al., 2009;
Feshchenko et al., 2004; Lukas et al., 1990) or arousal and emotional
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states (Banquet, 1973; Knyazev et al., 2004; Kostyunina and Kulikov,
1996), these modulations are known to be partially caused by changes
in neuromodulatory systems, hence their study requires speciﬁc extensions of the currently used model, for example incorporation of
acetylcholinergic pathways as done in Clearwater et al. (2007). Similarly, in sensory information processing paradigms, the relevant anatomy
and physiology have to be included into the modeling as done for example, in the context of visual (Azizi et al., 1996) and auditory (Du and
Jansen, 2011) evoked potentials or in the context of ERD in motor paradigms (Suffczynski et al., 2001). The models presented in these studies
allow for an analysis similar as conducted in the current study, thereby
providing generic insight into the mechanisms underlying alpha responses in speciﬁc experimental paradigms.

By linearizing S about a stable steady-state Vk∗ of Vk;
′ 
SðV k Þ ≈ SðV k Þ þ S V k V k ;

ð18Þ

V i ðt Þ ¼ hie ⊗ ϕe ðt Þ þ his ⊗ Ss ðV s ðt−τ=2ÞÞ þ hii ⊗ Si ðV i ðt ÞÞ;

ð19Þ

V s ðt Þ ¼ hsn ⊗ ϕn ðt Þ þ hse ⊗ ϕe ðt−τ=2Þ þ hsr ⊗ Sr ðV r ðt ÞÞ;

ð20Þ

V r ðt Þ ¼ hrs ⊗ Ss ðV s Þðt Þ þ hre ⊗ ϕe ðt−τ=2Þ;

ð21Þ

where t denotes time, ⊗ is the convolution operator, τ is the transmission delay between cortex and thalamus, and ϕn is non-speciﬁc
input to thalamo-cortical relay neurons, which has the form ϕn =
b ϕn > + σnξ(t), where b ϕn > denotes its mean value, ξ(t) a unitvariance Gaussian white-noise process, and σn its standard deviation. Furthermore, the relation between Ve and ϕe is given by
"

#
2
1∂
2 2
þ 1 −l ∇ ϕe ðt Þ ¼ Q e ðt Þ;
γ ∂t

ð22Þ

where ϕe is the ﬁring-rate from distant pyramidal populations coming in at time t, l the characteristic axonal length of cortical pyramidal
neurons, and γ = v/l is the cortical damping rate (Robinson et al., 1997).
We set ∇2 = 0 which means that we restrict to spatially-homogeneous
solutions of ϕe on the cortical sheet. Alternatively, by expressing the
synaptic response functions as second-order differential operators, the
above equations can be formulated as a set of coupled ﬁrst-order ordinary differential equations (see for example Breakspear et al., 2006).
Appendix B. Theoretical EEG power spectrum
In this Appendix we derive the theoretical EEG power spectrum
corresponding to the model Eqs. (18)–(22) of Appendix A. We note
though, that this derivation is not completely novel since similar derivations have been carried out for different versions of the model
(Rennie et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2001, 2002; Rowe et al., 2004).
For the currently used version of the model, we derive the EEG theoretical power spectrum by ﬁrst rewriting Eqs. (18)–(22) of Appendix
A in the frequency domain, giving
−iωτ=2

V e ¼ Lee ϕe þ Les Q s e
V i ¼ Lie ϕe þ Lis Q s e

−iωτ=2

þ Lii Q i ;

−iωτ=2

V s ¼ Lsn ϕn þ Lse ϕe e

−iωτ=2

V r ¼ Lrs Q s þ Lre ϕe e
2

ð1 þ iω=γ Þ ϕe ¼ Q e :

þ Lei Q i ;

;

þ Lsr Q r ;

−iωτ=2

2

ð1 þ iω=γ Þ ϕe ¼ δee ϕe þ δes Q s e
−iωτ=2

Q i ¼ δie ϕe þ δis Q s e

−iωτ=2

ð23Þ
ð24Þ
ð25Þ
ð26Þ
ð27Þ

−iωτ=2

þ δei Q i ;

þ δii Q i ;

Q s ¼ δsn ϕn þ δse ϕe e

ð29Þ
ð30Þ

þ δsr Q r ;

:

ð31Þ
ð32Þ

We now substitute Eq. (32) into Eq. (31) and isolate Qs, giving

The average membrane potentials Ve, Vi, Vr, and Vs obey the following set of coupled equations:
V e ðt Þ ¼ hee ⊗ ϕe ðt Þ þ hes ⊗ Ss ðV s ðt−τ=2ÞÞ þ hei ⊗ Si ðV i ðt ÞÞ;

ð28Þ

for k∈{e,i,r,s} and by discarding constants, we can rewrite Eqs. (23)–(27)
in the frequency domain as

Q r ¼ δrs Q s þ δre ϕe e

Appendix A. System equations
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Qs ¼

δsn ϕn þ ðδse þ δsre Þϕe e−iωτ=2
:
1−δsrs

ð33Þ

By substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (30) and isolating Qi we obtain

Qi ¼

δie ð1−δsrs Þ þ ðδise þ δisre Þe−iωτ
δisn e−iωτ=2
ϕe þ
ϕ :
ð1−δii Þð1−δsrs Þ
ð1−δii Þð1−δsrs Þ n

By substituting the expressions for Qs and Qi into Eq. (29) and
re-arranging terms, we obtain
h

i
2
2
−iωτ=2
−iωτ
2iω=γ−ω =γ þ YðωÞ ϕe ¼ XðωÞe
ϕn þ ZðωÞe
ϕe ;

ð34Þ

where X(ω),Y(ω), and Z(ω), are deﬁned by Eqs. (9)–(11) in the main
text. Eq. (11) can be re-written to give the transfer function from ϕn
to ϕe:
ϕe
XðωÞe−iωτ=2
¼
:
ϕn 2iω=γ−ω2 =γ 2 þ YðωÞ−ZðωÞe−iωτ

ð35Þ

Since the EEG power spectrum PEEG(ω) is deﬁned as
 2
2 ϕ 
PEEG ðωÞ ¼ ϕn  e  ;
ϕn

ð36Þ

assuming the afferent input ϕn to be white-noise; ϕn = σn2, gives the
equation for the EEG power spectrum:
2

2

σ n jXðωÞj

PEEG ðωÞ ¼ 
2iω=γ−ω2 =γ2 þ YðωÞ−ZðωÞe−iωτ 2 :

ð37Þ

Appendix C. Parametrization of the instability boundary
In this section we express the equation that characterizes the
boundary of the linear instability region in terms of the variables Y
and Z. The motivation for this is to connect these variables to the coordinates derived in Robinson et al. (2002) to parameterize the same
equation in a more speciﬁc version of the thalamo-cortical model and
in the low-frequency limit. The variable X is not related to any of
these coordinates since it does not affect model stability. Throughout
our derivation we use the notation introduced in this study, which
differs slightly from that used in Robinson et al. (2002). In Robinson
et al. (2002), the coordinates are derived under the assumption that
ρik =ρek for k∈{e,i,r,s} (random connectivity) and by assuming that all
synaptic types have the same dynamics (αkl =α and βkl =β). Under
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these assumptions, the linear stability boundary is characterized by the
equation
2

−iωτ

2

2iω=γ−ω =γ þ YðωÞ−ZðωÞe

¼ 0;

ð38Þ

where Y and Z are now reduced to
δee
;
1−δei

YðωÞ ¼ 1−

References

δese þ δesre
:
ð1−δsrs Þð1−δei Þ

ð40Þ

Following Robinson et al. (2002), in the low-frequency limit, we
0
in Eqs. (39), and (40), except in the term
can substitute Lkl ≈Lkl(0)≡Lkl
0
we obtain
1−δsrs. By denoting Gkl =lLkl
Gee
;
1−Gei

ð41Þ

YðωÞ ¼ 1−
and

Gese þ Gesre
1−r s LðωÞ2 Þð1−Gei Þ:

ð42Þ

ZðωÞ ¼ 

Rewriting Eq. (38) in the form of (Robinson et al., 2002) (page 4, Eq. (12))
gives
−iωτ

2

ð1 þ iω=γ Þ −ð1−YÞ−ZðωÞe

¼ 0;

ð43Þ

from which it follows that the coordinates x and y in Robinson et al.
(2002) are related to Y and Z, respectively, through
x ¼ 1−Y ¼

Gee
1−Gei

ð44Þ

and
y ¼ ZðωÞ−s

r LðωÞ2
Gese þ Gesre
;
¼
1−Gsrs ð1−Gsrs Þð1−Gei Þ

ð45Þ

which relate to intra-cortical and thalamo-cortico-thalamic instability, respectively. The third coordinate z used in Robinson et al. (2002) to parameterize the boundary of linear instability is proportional to −Gsrs
and relates to intra-thalamic instability. Note that x, y, and z are independent of frequency, which makes them suitable to map the instability
boundary as done in Robinson et al. (2002).
Appendix D. Equilibrium equations
For a time-independent afferent input ϕn(x,t) = q, the ﬁring rates
(Qe,Qi,Qs,Qr) remain in an equilibrium state (Qe∗,Qi∗,Qs∗,Qr∗). Equations
for these steady-states can be derived in a similar way as done in
Robinson et al. (1997). Speciﬁcally, from Eqs. (18)–(22) of Appendix
A, we deduce that the equilibrium ﬁring-rates satisfy
S−1 ðQ e Þ ¼ hee ⊗ Q e þ hes ⊗ Q s þ hei ⊗ Q i ;
S−1 ðQ i Þ ¼ hie ⊗ Q e þ his ⊗ Q s þ hii ⊗ Q i ;
S−1 ðQ s Þ ¼ hsn ⊗ ϕn þ hse ⊗ Q e þ hsr ⊗ Q r ;
S−1 ðQ r Þ ¼ hrs ⊗ Q s þ hre ⊗ Q e ;
where we have used that Qk∗ = S(Vk∗), where Vk∗ denotes the equilibrium
value of Vk for k ∈ {e,i,s,r}. Since the terms Qk∗ are time-independent, the
convolutions h ⊗ Ql∗ reduce to






h ⊗ Q k ¼ Q k ∫∞ hkl ðt Þdt ¼ Q l λkl ;
0

S−1 ðQ e Þ ¼ λee Q e þ λei Q i þ λes Q s ;
S−1 ðQ i Þ ¼ λie Q e þ λii Q i þ λis Q s ;
S−1 ðQ s Þ ¼ λsn Q n þ λse Q e þ λsr Q r ;
S−1 ðQ r Þ ¼ λrs Q s þ λre Q e :

ð39Þ

and
ZðωÞ ¼

which yields the equilibrium equations for the ﬁring-rates
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